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Louis Pasteur (1822-1895)
• A contemporary of Antoine Bechamp

• Popularized the Germ Theory of disease with the full backing of the 
pharmaceutical industry

• Plagiarized Bechamp’s work (incorrectly) - setting off a “war” 
between them

• Still touted as the father of modern medicine and vaccines, though 
much of what is written about him are pure fabrications



The Germ Theory
• The germ theory is still today the accepted scientific theory for 

many diseases. 

• It states that fixed, external microorganisms known as pathogens or "germs" 
can lead to disease by invading humans, animals or other living hosts. 

• Diseases caused by germs (or pathogens) are called infectious diseases.
 
• The goal is to identify the germ (or pathogen) that causes illness and then 

create pharmaceutical solutions, including vaccines, that destroy the germ:



Introductory Dates for Infectious Disease Vaccines
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The Germ Theory of Disease 
has never been proven to be true.

(Read that again!)



Antoine Bechamp (1816-1908)
• Bechamp held degrees in physics, chemistry, and biology and was a medical doctor 

and a university professor.

• Discovered tiny micro-organisms he called microzyma which were “pleomorphic” or 
“many-formed”. 

• Microzyma were found to be present in all living things and they persisted even after 
the host had died. Many were impervious to heat as well.

• Microzyma, including specific bacteria, took on a number of forms during the host’s 
life cycle, and were dependent on the chemistry of the environment, or the condition 
of the host, i.e. biological terrain



The Essence of Life
• Microzyma function as the builders and destroyers of cells.

• Microzyma are more basic to life than cells. 

• Microzyma carry out the vital function of decomposition, or they are the 
precursors of beings (bacteria, yeast and fungi) that carry out decomposition.

• Mycrozyma do not infect but instead are activated through the fermentation 
process, which process is the essence of life.



“. . .The mycrozyma, whatever its origin, is a ferment; it is organized, it is 
living, capable of multiplying, of becoming diseased and of communicating 

disease. . .All mycrozyma are ferments of the same order - that is to say, they 
are organisms able to produce alcohol, acetic acid, lactic acid and butyric 

acid. . . In a state of health the mycrozymas act harmoniously, and our life is 
in every meaning of the word, a regular fermentation. In a state of disease,  

the mycrozymas do not act harmoniously, and the fermentation is disturbed; 
the mycrozymas have either changed their function or are placed in an 

abnormal situation by some modification of the medium. . . .”

Blood and Its Third Element by Antoine Bechamp



Biological Terrain
• There is no single cause of disease

• Disease results when microzyma change form, function and toxicity 
according to the terrain of the host. . .

• These pleomorphic microzyma do not “infect”- rather they are 
“activated” when the biological terrain becomes compromised

• Vaccines initiate “disruptions in regular fermentations of the biological terrain.”



Antoine Bechamp

Treat the patient and not the infection.



Enter the microbiome and the human virome: 

New, groundbreaking research in microbiology 
that is slaying the Germ Theory . . . 

and proving Bechamp was right all along.



THE DISCOVERY OF THE MICROBIOME 
 

. . . dispelled the notion that “germs are our enemies”.  
We now know that germs aka bacteria are necessary 
for life.

Once the object of modern medicine's fundamental responsibility - the 
human body - is redefined and/or perceived with greater veracity, and 

"germs" become less other and more self, a challenge is created for germ 
theory which seeks to differentiate between the "good" germs we are versus 
the "bad" ones out there that we must fight with antibiotics and vaccines

Sayer Ji, GreenMedInfo:



And the more recent discovery of 

THE HUMAN VIROME 

• The human body is composed of 6 trillion cells, 60 trillion bacteria and 380 trillion viruses. 

• 45% of the genetic information in our DNA is viral information that makes you who you 
are

• The virome varies with the body part: the virome of the pancreas is different than the 
virome of the intestines, etc

• Factors that influence virome composition include age, diet and presence of other 
components of the microbiome.



WE ALL HAVE VIRUSES, ALL THE TIME

• Viruses are part of our virome - and essential to our immune system

• Viruses are responsible for 2 important functions in nature: variation and adaptation. It is 
the virus that is behind much of what we call evolution. Many viruses can change in 
response to their environment.

• The virome interacts with components of the microbiome, especially bacteria and this can 
affect immune response.

• Viruses that infect, or rather activate, the microbiota are present in all humans and are 
called bacteriophages or phages for short

• At any given time a healthy human carries an average of 5 viruses that have the ability to 
cause illness



THE PRESENCE OF A VIRUS DOES NOT MEAN 
IT IS THE CAUSE OF ILLNESS

• Viruses lack the ability to replicate on their own: they need the help of a host cell’s duplicating 
equipment from which is borrowed enzymes and other molecules to concoct more virus. 

• Viruses are at worst obligate parasites, with no inner motive to actively “infect” others

• Viruses are pieces of RNA or DNA, with a few other proteins. 

• Many viruses elude annotation, representing “novel” viruses that are yet to be classified.

• It appears that viruses are really exosomes, or as Bechamp called them microzyma, which 
butt out from the cell when the cell is poisoned: ergo they are simply the excretions of a toxic 
cell and are not the cause of anything.



Visual of how exosomes (or mycrozyma?) work



Additional considerations that impact the biological terrain and 
susceptibility to disease, thus increasing the need to keep the terrain 
strong and resilient:

• Bioweapons and bio-engineered organisms: stealth organisms that are 
undetected by normal immune barriers.

• Cellular poisoning including pharmaceuticals, 4G and 5G, 
atmospheric aerosolizing, petrochemicals, autointoxication via poor 
nutrition, lifestyle and toxic emotions

• Introduction of foreign DNA via vaccination, GMOs, etc. 



Measles Is Not a Virus: 
German Supreme Court, 2017

In 2017 German virologist Dr. Stefan Lanka proved in the highest court 
of the land that measles was not caused by a virus, and that there was in 

fact no such thing as a measles virus. 

(Read that again!)



Key points of a 2009 Interview with Aajonous 
VonderPlanitz, mirroring Bechamp

• viruses are created by the body to clean itself when friendly bacteria can no longer break 
down all the waste

•  all viruses are good viruses, being necessary cellular responses

• viruses are like a solvent or soap, made by cells to help dissolve and eliminate toxins

• viruses are specific to the cell that created them

• viruses don’t exist outside of bodies

• viruses cannot cross species — the only way that a virus can cross species is if it’s made in a 
factory and injected, i.e. extracted, kept in a lab, genetically altered and modified, weaponized, then 
made into vaccines and bioweapons.



WHAT ABOUT COVID19?
• COVID19 is actually the disease as defined by a set of symptoms which could also 

apply to a number of diseases. (Oddly this set of symptoms keeps changing.)

• SarsCoV2, a “novel” coronavirus, is said to be the virus causing the disease(s) called 
COVID19

• The virus itself has never been isolated nor thoroughly proven to be causing the disease 
(or more accurately diseases) that people have! 

• COVID-19 Coronavirus Fails Koch’s Postulates which is the GOLD STANDARD for 
determining the existence of an infectious agent and for isolating and verifying what is 
causing a disease. . . 



Koch’s Postulates 

1. The microorganism must be identified in all individuals affected by 
the disease, but not in healthy individuals.

2. The microorganism can be isolated from the diseased individual and 
grown in culture.

3. When introduced into a healthy individual, the cultured 
microorganism must cause disease.

4. The microorganism must then be re-isolated from the experimental 
host, and found to be identical to the original microorganism.



The Diamond Princess Cruise Ship
The Diamond Princess cruise ship that was quarantined off the 
coast of Japan last February should give us some idea of 
COVID’s lethality and contagion rates. The ship was filled with 
over 3700 retirees and crew members who were all quarantined 
together in a closed environment. Yet a full 83% of those on 
board - without benefit of masks or social distancing in place - 
did NOT contract COVID! 

WHY???



• COVID19 death rates have been declining for over three months and are now - as of August 
12, 2020 - negligible, so why the hysteria over supposed new cases? (NOTE that the bulk of 
these “new cases” are due to massively increased testing and are NOT actual cases; these new 
“cases” are not resulting in bold uptick in hospitalizations)

• Those under the age of 24 are far and away the least affected group, with a total of 255 deaths 
nationwide since the pandemic was declared, and those deaths were accompanied with co-
morbidities: https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm

• Due to inconsistent reporting methods, a high but unknown number of COVID deaths have 
had co-morbities as part - or typically the decisive factor - of the clinical picture

• Since the average age of death for those presumed to have had COVID is 83, and accompanied 
by co-morbidities, why keep the economy in lockdown and schools closed (for all intents) 
when it is well known that a damaged economy on its own results in ever-increasing loss of life

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm


A Second Wave?
We have been warned since late April that there is a 

second wave coming. 

If that happens, we need to again ask WHY . . . 

but this time much more loudly, while at the same time 
looking into previous pandemics very carefully!



Virus mania is a social disease of our highly developed 
society. To cure it will require conquering fear, fear 

being the most deadly contagious virus most 
efficiently transmitted by the media. 

Eteinne de Harven, M.D.



If the germ theory were true, no 
one would be alive to believe it.

BJ Palmer, D.C.



The essence of life is a fermentation process, 
and disease is a function of biology - and the 

biological terrain.
Treat the patient not the infection!

Antoine Bechamp
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cause/
• https://thefreedomarticles.com/dr-stefan-lanka-2020-article-reveals-virus-misconception/
• https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/profound-implications-virome-human-health-and-

autoimmunity
• https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/how-microbiome-destroyed-ego-vaccine-policy-

and-patriarchy
• https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/why-only-thing-influenza-may-kill-germ-theory
• https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/immunology-and-microbiology/human-virome
• https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29398104/
• https://thehealthadvantage.com/index.php/Site/CovidInContext (additional sources)
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